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IX-1 
Designing Power 
Distribution Systems for 
Fault-Tolerant Networks 
DAVID FENCL 

hat does it mean to build a fault-tolerant network’? Fault tolerance is W usually taken to mean redundancy, and it, is true that redundancy is an 
important part of any fault tolerant system plan. But, according to an old 
parable, “a wise man builds his house upon rock, a foolish man builds his house 
upon sand.” The network administrator who looks only at redundancy as a 
measure of fault tolerance may be like someone e who builds two houses without 
considering whether the foundation is like rock or like s a n  The building 
power distribution and grounding system is a significant part of the foundation 
for the network. Its importance is often overlooked, but a marginal power 
distribution network is often the major cause of unexplained system crashes. 

Those who have made a study of design techniques that enhance reliability 
may consider attending to the building power c distribution netwrok, and enhanc- 
ing it with power conditioning devices, as a fault avoidance technique. Installa- 
tion of back-up power systems (i.e., uninterruptible power supplies, or UPSs) 
might be considered a fault tolerance technique e in that it introduces an element 
of redundancy in the power path. Whatever the label, both solutions make 
positive contributions to overall system reliability. 

Deploying UPSs is certainly a good start toward improving a network’s 
fault tolerance. Without them, if power goes away, even for a fraction of a 
second, many devices on the network will lock up or reset. The effect can 
range from slight inconvenience to business-stopping catastrophe. The severity 
depends on the role of the network in the bus-ness process and the characteris- 
tics of the devices effected. Today, most microcomputer networks use UPSs 
to protect the data on the file server. 

Reliability expectations increase, however, as LANs become necessary to 
the minute-by-minute activities of a business. More and more LAN administra- 
tors, system planners, and support professionals are learning by experience 
that a UPS by itself does not always prevent system crashing abends caused 
by spurious hardware interrupts. These intermittent faults occur often because 
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not all UPS architectures isolate the server fr om transient anomolies in the 
electrical environment. 

Environmental concerns are not new to computing. Every mainframe and 
minicomputer vendor has requirements for the system’s physical environment, 
in particular, cool ambient temperatures, dust-free air, and system power that 
is isolated from other building loads and which is supplied using distribution 
and grounding schemes that isolate computer circuitry from lightning-induced 
surges and high-frequency electrical interference. 

For the most part, the independent network integrators that install and 
support most LANs have not had as much experience with the environmental 
disciplines as have vendors of traditional large comput ing systems. For this 
reason, the link between environmental factor:; and LAN device perfomance 
is often overlooked. This chapter is intended as a reference for good environ- 
mental practices translated for high-performa ice, high-reli ability distributed 
computing systems. 

Managing fault tolerance in a distributed sys tem environment is actually 
harder than in a conventional “big iron” environment. Netwo rks are at a disad- 
vantage because they are more complex, the electronics operates in  much 
harsher environments, and staffing and staff t raining are less thorough. The 
situation is summarized in Exhibit IX- 1 - 1. 

If the goal of building a fault-tolerant system is to achieve higher system 
reliability through lower failure rates, all the components of ‘the system should 
be designed with the goal of reducing the overall number of failures. Such 
a comprehensive approach includes concern:; for the dist ributed operating 
environments, system administration, network management t tools, device re- 
dundancy, disaster recovery, and contingency planning. 

IAN SYSTEMS RELIABILITY NEEDS ASSESSMENTS 
How much is system reliability worth? In one survey, 35% of respondents 
indicated that downtime costs exceeded $10,0 00 per hour, 4 2% said downtime 
cost their operations as much as $1,000 per hour and 23% did not have any 
idea what downtime cost their organizations 

Mainframe/Midrange LAN 
Operator Expertise Full-time IS professional Part-time system administrator 
support Several professionals tendinq One professional tending 

System Complexity Single location, single Multiple location, multiple 

Environment Isolated conditioned room Placed anywhere 

one installation many locations 

vendor vendor 

Exhibit 1X-1-1. Support Comparison of Mainframe/Midrange Systems and LANs 
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A standard model would be useful in assessing the potential value of 
reliability enhancement techniques Such a model would consider the cost of 
downtime as well as the risk of downtme The following is a simple equation 
for modeling the value of reliability 

Reliability Value = Cost of Downtime x System MTBF x Site Risk Probability 
where 

Cost of Downtime = (System Time Value x Mean T ime to Repair) + Cost to Repair 
MTBF = Mean Time between Failures 

Understanding the Time Value of a System 
One of the first steps in modeling the value of reliability is to a assess the function 
of the planned network or network segment The network manager must 
understand the time value of the work group served by the sy stem and whether 
the system is part of the critical path of a larger process If the latter is the 
cast', the time value of the system segment has to include the value of the 
total business effort served by the system's users 

Determing the Direct Costs of Downtime 

The Time Value of Users. One method of determining the time value 
of users is to sum the burdened payroll costs of all system users. This could 
be refined by multiplying each user's payroll rate times an estimate of the 
user's system utilization rate. For example, users involved in continuous data 
entry activities would have a 100% system utilitzation rate--all the time they 
are working, they are working on the system. A user who uses the system for 
only one hour each standard work day would have a system utilization rate 
of only 12.5% (1/8). This method discounts the time value of users who could 
shift their system tasks into other time periods, presumably after the system 
has recovered from whatever fault has caused the downtime. This payroll cost 
valuation method might make sense for systems that are important but are 
not in the critical path. For systems in the critical path, a valuation method 
based on work group output makes more sense. 

Time Valuation for Critical Path Systems. A critical path system is 
one in which a system fault affects not only the immediate users of the system 
but affects total output of the business effort dependent upon direct systems 
users. 

Online Transaction Process (OLTP) Systems. OLTP systems include 
retail store systems, order entry for inside sale:; department:;, automated bank- 
ing systems and other systems where customers (i.e., clients ) wait while system 
users process their transaction in real time. 

Real-Time Decision Support Systems. Examples of real-time decision 
support systems include any financial trading desk where buy/sell decisions 
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must be made in an environment where prices change minue by minute Not  
making a decision or making an uninformed decision can be extremely costly 
In some complex manufacturing environments, a continuous monitoring system 
is in operation that provides real time information which, if unavailable, could 
result in costly scrapping of material i n  process I n  an operating room or 
intensive-care unit, patient monitoring system ms provide re al t time information 
that could cost a patient’s life i f  it were unavai lable to the attending physician 

In each of these critical path examples, the function of the network or 
network segment is of far greater value than the payroll t of those direc tly 
using the system The output valuation method only con siders the value of 
the output of the user or work group versus the payroll cost of the user or 
work group In the critical path example shown in Exhibit IX- 1 2, a system 
development team is working on a branch o office automa ion system that is 

expected to save $3 5 million in annual opera ting expenses for the company 
Delays in system development will delay the realization of these anticipated 
cost savings, thus adding significantly t o  the direct cost of system downtime 

Indirect Costs of Downtime. Quantification of indirect costs is difficult 
if not impossible Even so, lost future business anti costs of work flow interrup- 
tion need to be considered 

Image Loss Results in Lost Business Customer frustration can be trig 
gered by something as minor as waiting a little too long for processing of an 
order or something as significant as a supplier’s losing track of a time sensitive 
shipment One business model assumes that 0. .1% of custo mers affected by a 
system failure will switch their business t o  a competitor If those customers 
who switch to a competitor represent average customers, th e image loss would 
be 0 1% of annual sales volume If  the frustrated customer is a large account, 
or if the company’s business is in a highly competitive in dustry, lost future 
business could be much larger than 0 1% of sales 

Creative Productivity Loss from the Interruption of Work Flow The 
least likely scenario is the infinite value of the idea that got away More likely 
is the amplification of interruption time that occurs among g creative workers 
who break concentration arid lose work flow momentum due to system faults 
that interrupt the creative process For these workers, “re contexting” time 
can extend the actual time cost of the systme fault 

Determining Repair Costs in Time and Money 
The direct cost of system downtime is the thime value of the system multiplied 
by the tune it takes to repair the system an3 recover from the fault (mean 
time to repair, or MTTR) Add to this, the actual costs to repair or recover 
from the fault 

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR). Mean time to repair is dependent on 
fault detection, service response tune, and sys stem recover y tune 
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RELIABILITY VALUATION MODEL 

cost of Down Time 
System Time\ Value Computions 

Direct User Payroll (#users) 
Average Payroll Cost/Hr 

Average system use rate 
(use hrs/work hrs) 

-Subtotal (Pay $cost/minute 

Direct Value of System Output 
Profit Contribution Forecast From Project Output ($/year) 

Redutions 

-Subtotal (Cost of Delay $/minute 
Tangible System Time Value ($/minute) 

Scenario 1 
Soft Errotr/Intermittent System Crash 

Detection Time for SysAdmin 
System Reboot. no data loss 

Total Cost: “Soft” Fault/Quick Recovery 

scenario 2 
Hard Failure (Resulting in Lost Disk Files) 

Hardware Repair & Sys REcover (4 hr) 
Data Restore (from Tape) (1 hr) 

Data Recovery (manual) 
(i.e. time to enter dah into system that accumylated during 
system down period - order entry, accounting, other on-line 
transation processing) 

Cost To Repair (Parts and Labor) 
Total Cost: Hard Failure 

Est. of Annual Costs based on Standard MTBF/MTTO & MTTR 
Assume system MTBF/MTTO yields 1 Hard Failure per Year 
Assume system MTBC/MTTO yields 1 “Soft” incident per Year 

Site Risk Probability (1 -Average Site) 
(subjective site weighting & factor Interaction 

Out of Building Risk Factors 
Utility infrastructure & Stability 

Geographic Characteristics of Lightning incidence 
(Rural, Heavy Industry, High Growth - > 1 

(Florida and South East - 1) 

Within Building Risk Factors 
Quality/Integrity of Building Electrical Distribution 

ElectrICAL Active Building (Large Loads on/off) 
(Installed right and well maintained - < 1, poor - > 1) 

(quiet building - < 1, Active Build - > 1) 

Adjusted Annual Reliability Costs 

5 
$73 
50% 

$3 

Profit on New Product Sales 

$500,000 
$7 

$1692 
$423 

N/A for these examples 

720 

$2,892 
4.32 

1.2 

5 

0.8 

0.9 

$1 2,493 

Exhibit IX-102. Network System Valuation Calculations 

30 
$65 
95% 

$31 

From Process Cost 

$3,500 000 

$59 
$28 

$296 
$177 

$473 

$14185 
$3546 

N/A for these examples 

720 
$18,451 

$18,924 
0.84 

1 

0.7 

1 

l.2 

$15.896 

Detection time can differ according to the user. A direct user may know 
immediately when the system is down. However, the person with the responsi- 
bility for system uptime and the authority to initiate any necessary recovery 
or repair procedures may not be aware of the fault until users report it. 

Sophisticated network management systems can predict faults, making 
possible proactive response and preventing downtime. Some network manage- 
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ment platforms have device specific management applications for remote moni- 
toring and diagnosis of network devices. This facilitates rerouting around the 
fault or prediagnosing the fault in order to better prepare the field technician 
for a quick hardware repair. 

Service response time is typically controlled by an agreement with a 
service provider. The agreement guarantees some response time (ranging from 
a few hours to days), and covers all parts and labor under a fixed pricing 
schedule. Some agreements include options for hot spares, which guarantee 
immediate availability of any needed replacement parts. 

System recovery and data restoration time can be a brief as the time it 
takes to replace a failed hard drive and restore from backup tape or from a 
mirrored drive. Costs can include the labor costs arid elapsed time costs of 
reentering the data from hard copy archives. The worst case is if the data is 
unrecoverable because no backup or other data security procedures were 
followed. 

Risk Analysis 
There are two elements of a system fault risk analysis. The first has to do with 
the failure rates of network hardware. The second has to do with the site 
dependent risk. 

System Mean Time Between Failures. The probable failure rate of 
the system is a function of the combined failure probabilities of the components 
of the network, the file servers, disk systems, adapter cards, hubs, cable seg- 
ments, workstations, and software. Each has its own probability of failure, 
usually represented by the MTBF statistic. 

MTBF is a very difficult number to calculate. There is a military specifica- 
tion for calculating a device's MTBF by combining the failure probabilities of 
discrete components. Most manufacturers ignore this procedure because it is 
time-consuming and inaccurate. Other methods include laboratory stress tests 
and field observation. 

MTBF versus MTTO. MTBF estimates the time between hard failures 
in physical devices. MTBF estimates do not record the incidence of intermittent 
"soft" failures. Even in sheltered environments (e.g., well-conditioned computer 
rooms) transient or intermittent (system) errors are 20 t o 50 times more 
prevalent than hard failures. 

In an analysis of system error logs and interviews with field service person- 
nel at Carnegie Mellon University (the results are graphed in Exhibit IX-1-3), 
system fault data for a 13-server network providing mass storage for 5,000 
nodes was tabulated. The data represents 21 workstation years of fault history. 
Permanent faults (i.e., hard failure) showed a mean time to occurrence (MTTO) 
of 6,552 hours. Intermittent faults (i.e., a device-specific, weekly recurring fault 
pattern) showed an MTTO of 58 hours, and transient faults (i.e., random 
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on 180.0 

160.0 

op 140.0 

o 120.0 

i 

100.0 

80.0 

0, 60.0 

40.0 

ts 20.0 
l 

0.0 

172.4 

1.5 I 
Intermittent Faults Transient Faults Hard Failure 

Exhibit IX-1-3. Fault Data for a 13-Server, 5,000-Node Network 

nonspecific faults) were reported at 354 hours MTTO. Overall, system crashes 
recorded an MTTO of 689 hours. Hard failures represented only 10% of system 
crashes. Further analysis revealed that only about 25% of the transient or 
intermittent faults actually cause a system crash and that 75% of these faults 
resulted in recoverable situations. 

The study's managers offer the following g comments regarding system- 
level fault, modeling: "The manifestations of intermittent and transient faults 
- are much harder to determine than permanent faults. . . . Because the 
fault is present only temporarily, and because, most computer systems do not 
have online error detection, the normal manifestations of an intermittent fault 
are at the system level (such as system crash or I/O channel retry). Transient 
faults and incorrect designs do not have a well defined, bounded, basic fault 
model. Transient faults are a combination of local phenomen on (such as ground 
loops, static discharges, power lines, and thermal distributions) and universal 
phenomenon (such as cosmic rays, alpha particles, power supply characteris- 
tics, and mechanical design). Even if models could be developed for transient 
faults and incorrect designs, they would quickly become obsolete because of 
the rapid changes in technology." 

Site Risk. Every field service manager or system support manager with 
multiple-site responsibilities will relate that some percentage of their sites are 
afflicted with an above average number of system faults. Some sites are chronic 
problem spots. Whatever method is used to estimate predicted system MTBF, 
actual MTBF performance for a given electronic device will be improved or 
worsened by the quality of the electrical operating environment. Quality of 
the power distribution network in the perating environment of a proposed 
system or device can be evaluated prior to system installat ion. A power quality 
evaluation can be used to determine whether the site electrical infrastructure 
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will pose an above or below average risk t o  the reliable ope ation of electronic 
devices that make up the network 

Reliability needs\ assessments arid site risk evaluat ions should be included 
as part of the general system requirement s as sment process Once the value 
of reliability is de rmined ,  and the site risk is evaluated, it is easier to design 
a level of fault tolerance or fault intolerance ( (i. e , avoidance) i n t o  the system 
that is cost justified for the operational requirements 

MANAGING FOR MAXIMUM SYSTEM AVAlLAIBlLlTY 
Paying attention to the building power distribution network and enhanc ing i t  

with power conditioning devices might be considered first and see ond stage 
fault avoidance techniques Installation of a backup power system (i e. UPSs 
might be considered a third stage technique Bringing an in ellegent UPS under 
the umbrella of a sophistica ated network man agement utility y c ould be consid 
ered a fourth stage practice 

Comparisons of specific methods and arc hitec tures are c overed late in 

this chapter The balance of this section is an overview of each h of the stages 

Stage 1: Auditing Building AC Distribution 
Building power systems must  be safe for peop e as well as adequate for support 
ing the basic power requirements of network devices All b ranch circuits must 
be installed and grounded in accordance with the  National Electrical Code 
(NEC) sponsored by the National Fire Protection Assoc iation 

Integrity. A well managed facility\ has proc edures for t h r  regular inspec 

tion of the building’s branch circuit connections, inc ludi ng wall receptacles, 
junction boxes, arid distribution panels Us ually, however r, electrical system 
inspections are rare Left uncorrected, loose connections pose a fire and safety 
hazard, but they can also cause momentary interruptions and high frequency 
electrical transients any time there is movement in  the connec t ion ( e  g , when 
equipment is plugged in or power cords are bumped ) 

Capacity. Typical office building branch circuits are rated to carry either 
amperes ( A )  or 20 A Periodic inspectioris should include at least a visual 

review of the regular loads on each circuit t is riot a good idea to have such 
critical loads as Ne servers compete with harsh or heavy loads such as copiers, 
or laser printers Loads for typical types o’  electronic office equipment are 
shown in Exhibit IX Outlet types for A arid 20 A lines are shown in 

Exhibit IX-1-5 
Heavy loads can push a circuit over its limits if the co minded loads exceed 

the rating If a computer system is on that circuit, it will crash when the breaker 
trips For this reason, no more than two file servers should be placed on each 
branch circuit 
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Microcomputer workstation d A 
File server 4-6 A 
Laser printer 8-10 A 
Photo copier 10-15 A 
Electric space heater 5-6 A 

Exhibit IX-1-4. Electrical loads for Typical Office Equipment 

In some retail store elec tric al plants, whic ti are engineered t o  support 
sophistic ated point of sale networks, an entir sub panel is dedicated to com- 
puter circuits In these plants, c computer bran h d circuits are at least physically 
segregated from lighting and other building loads even if they are not electri 
cally isolated from noise c reated by those loads 

computer system 
reliability by reducing elec trical noise cause d by ground connection effects 
however, some of the practices are erroneou us, and otheres arc safe but fall 
short of t he desired effect In t h c  final anal about all that can reasonably 
be expected from a building’s power distribution infrastruct ure is that i t  satisfy 
the requirements of the National Electrical Code 

Several spec ial wiring prac tices suppo sed t o  improve 

Stage 2: Power Conditioning to Reduce Random System Abends 

operat ion Whether these harsh loads are on the same branch circuit as elec- 
t cronic systems is, to some degree, irrelevant All branch circ uits are electrically 
connec tecl to each h other at thc source e or at the distribu ion panel For this 
reason, specific power conditioning devices are I ec ommen nded as a second- 
stage t echnique tor improving reliability of electronic devic ’s by isolating them 
from thc natural building elec trical environm ent 

For supporting distributed digital computing suystem s, conditioning the 
elec t rical supply has t radit ionally foc used on two areas maintaining a consis 
tent AC line voltage (i. e , voltage regulation and protecting the computer 
system from hard failure caused by lightning induced power surges 

With respect to supporting distributed co mputing devices that are integral 
to a network and that have high reliability requirements, a t hird area of concern 

Harsh loads act ually c reate electr ric al t ransients as d no rmal by product Of 

15 A 20 A 

Exhibit IX-1-5. Outlets for 15-A and 20-A Electrical Branch Circuits 
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must be addressed, isolating the system from lower levels of high-frequency 
voltage transients (commonly referred to as electrical noise or ground noise). 

Voltage Regulation. The power supplies in most microcomputers are 
very effective at blocking fluctuations in AC line voltage. In fact, these switching 
power supplies are typically more voltage tolerant than line voltage-regulating 
devices. Most system experts agree that supplemental volt age regulation for 
microcomputers is redundant. 

Transient Protection. With respect to the issues of lightning protection 
and noise isolation, there is less consensus among experts. The debate can be 
distilled to two subtle issues: controlling peak voltage and the rise time of 
conducted transient voltage events, and providing this control in both normal 
(i.e., line-neutral) and common (i.e., neutral-ground) modes. 

The most thorough and the simplest way to provide this control is through 
the use of a full output isolating transformer. This methodology was developed 
in the 1970s to provide the proper electrical environment for reliable operation 
of mainframe systems in raised floor compute r room facilit ies. 

This proven methodology is being applied in microconiputer-based LAN 
systems because the evolution of Novell's NetWare and the movement toward 
a standard UNIX have made microcomputers the platform of choice for many 
critical path business systems. In these environments, certain spurious hard- 
ware interrupts (e.g., the nonmaskable and general protection interrupt errors 
in NetWare) can cause an abend, or system crash. These errors are often 
symptoms of subtle power quality defects that are not corrected by surge 
suppression devices alone. A better choice is to use small power conditioning 
systems that employ the full output isolation and high-frequency grounding 
principles defined in Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 94 for 
computer room facilities. 

Stage 3: Deciding on an Uninterruptible Power System 
Even one power failure-related system crash in a file server or other critical 
device can be damaging and costly enough to justify the ongoing expense of 
a UPS. Key issues in deciding on a UPS include how much time it will have 
to supply power, and what level of system interface should be implemented. 
If power conditioning was not implemented before UPS installation, power 
conditioning capabilities of the UPS become an important con isideration. Some 
UPS designs combine effective power conditioning, based on full output trans- 
former isolation, with reliable battery backup in one integrated device. 

Backup Power for Simple System Shutdown. If the primary concern 
is to protect the integrity of data files during an uncontrolled system shutdown, 
the key question is how much time the system takes to shut down in a controlled 
fashion. In most NetWare environments, shutting down the server takes less 
than 2 minutes. In a busy UNIX system, this can take as long as 5 minutes. 
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For a UPS, the minumum time acceptable IS twice’ that required for controlled 
shutdown 

Twice the shutdown time is necessary because UPS batteries deteriorated 
with age A new system that provides twice the minimum runtime can be 
expected t o  have a life of at least 12 months After 12 month s, batteries should 
be tested, and repla d when t hey can no longer r deliver the minumum runtime 
required 

It m a y  also be wise to buy enough battery backup capacity to keep the 
network functioning through brief power outages If after 2 to 4 minutes, the 
AC is still off, 2 to 5 minutes of reserve time are still necessary for a controlled 
shutdown ‘The c alculation for total reserve time under these circumstances is 
2 x [(server shutdown time) + (reserve for op erating through brief outages)] 

Backup Power for Extended Runtime. For some me systems, more 
backup time is needed than the minumum lor operating thr ough a brief power 
outage and controlled shutdown Critical p i t h  systems need more reserve 
tiem to  keep the systems online The following a few e xamples 

0 A transaction processing fileserver rnay n need 30 minutes of uninterrupted 
time at night to finish a batch end-of day process in order to have the 
system clear arid available the next day 

0 A retail store system that matches item codes to price files may have to 
function for 20 to 30 minutes to  fully clear the store of customers in the 
event of a power outage 

0 A telephone system rnay require 7 to 8 hours of reserve time in order to 
keep emergency communicaitons lines open during a n  ex tendd  outage 

0 A premises security system may have to run for days or weeks on emer 
gency power Generally, requirements f or very long runtimes are better 
met through internal combustion engine generators In these situations a 
battery based UPS provides a seamless transition from utility power to 
generator power and back again 

Power conditionig is especially important when generators are used for 
power backup because generators are tes ed periodically Generator tests 
create significant transients in the building electrical system as the generator 
switches in and out of the AC supply line 

UPSs with Intelligent System Interfaces. A UPS supplies power until 
its batteries run down If  a system administrator is riot present when the UPS’s 
audible alarm sounds, the system will crash when battery power fails To solve 
this problem, UPSs can communicate with the supported operating system 
and CPU and trigger an automated system shutdown runtime Most network 
operating system (NOS) vendors (e  g , Novell, IBM, Banyon) provide basic UPS 
monitoring modules as a standard part of the delivered NOS package For 
UNIX and OS/2, third-party applications t hat monitor UPS communications 
and initiate automatic system shutdown ar e available 
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All basic UPS automated monitoring systems can send two ty pes of signals, 
one for the detection of a power failure and one a low battery (when the 
system is working on the battery) warning Some, basic monitoring systems 
support a third signal type, UPS inverter off,  which shuts the UPS off after a 
controlled shutdown of the system This saves any energy left in the battery, 
maintaining some reserve in the event that a second outage occurs before the 
UPS battery has had enough time to  fully recharge 

The next level of sophistication for UPS status reporting is a UPS status 
display of information about the UPS (e g , load level used, condition codes, 
service alerts) as well as more information about the operating environment 

Stage 4: UPSs as Manageable Network Devices 
In each of the previous monitoring arid reporting examples a fi e server is the 
primary recipient of UPS communications As UPSs are pressed into other 
networking applications ( e g , backing up bridge s, routers, and hubs) other 
means of status monitoring will be required 

Inband through SNMP. During 1994 a standard manage ment informa 
tion base (MIB) for UPSs will become available to allow manag ement through 
the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) The goal is to provide a 
standard definition of attributes that might be of interest to developers of 
SNMP based network management systems In this mode, a UPS signals its 
condition directly over network communic ations pathways to a management 
console that can then shut down all dependent devices, call for: ervice, reroute 
wide area traffic around the troubled hub, or take whatever action minimizes 
the effects of the outage 

An SNMP controlled UPS can also reboot a frozen system by allowing 
remote control of a UPS’s output power Output could be cycled off and on 
to force an attached system to go through a cold boot restart 

Out of Band Through a Modem. For the less sophisticated network, 
UPSs can be configured to communicate with a modem that is programmed 
to call a predetermined number, a pager for example, that will alert a mobile 
system administrator that there is a fault in a particular location 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SENSITIVITIES 
This section reviews equipment sensitivlties from three perspe ectives. The first 
is a theoretical model of expected system sensitivlties that s based on the 
physical characteristics of various system elements, from power supply to 
mother-board components Next, the results of laboratory experiments are 
summarized, these experiments measured system responses to induced electri- 
cal transients Last, a real-world example of the effects of interference from 
the electrical environment on system reliability s examined 
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Basic Operating Principles of Digital Electronic: Devices 

Semiconductor Device Characteristics The mic rop rocessors at the 
heart of every computer arc very large stale integrated circuits made by 
depositing trace amounts o f  various elements into the surface of  treated silicon 
crystals Software instruc tions and data (i. e ,  bits) are represented in these 
circ uits by small electric charges Instruc tions are precessed by measuring 
patterns o f  these small c charges 

As  tiny and delicate as these c circuits are they can theoret ic ally run reliably 
for centuries in the right operating environment There is nothing to wear 
out bec ause there are no moving parts and n measurable consumption of 
materials - just elect trons trading places i n  morec ules of impure silicon 

At the mic rocirc uit level, very small transient voltages can be mistaken 
for  a digital signal The transient can change the characteristic of a bit or group 

moment, critical instruc tions or data become Altered These circuits usually 
operate at 5 volts (V) A tansient as small as 0 5 V can change a logical 0 
into a logical 1 I n  some systems, altered instruc tions cause spurious hardware 
interrupts that can produce system errors or a bends 

Severe transient voltages can completely destroy a microcircuit At the 
chip level, as little as 10 v can damage a circuit that is designed for 5 V 
Degraded circuits become bypersenitive and eventually fail altogether The 
c umulative nature of component degradation is one reson that damaged 
equipment funtions poorly i n  some sites yet oeprates fine in others 

of bits and if it has Just the right charac te r ics  and happens at just the right 

Power Supply Requirements: Design Considerations. A computer’s 
digital logic circuits operate on + 5 V direct current (DC ) The purpose of 
the computer’s power supply is to convert the alternating current (120 V or 
230 V AC) supplied i n  the building branch c rcuits to a st eady, finely regu 
lated 5 V t o  18 V DC 

During the 1970s the computer industry used a power conversion device 
commonly referred to as a linear power suppl y The linear supply first stage 
was a large 60 Hz transformer, its purpose was o step thr inc oming line voltage 
from 120 V or 230 V to some lower level between 7 V and 17 V The low 
voltage AC was then rectified, regulated, and filtered to DC Regulating the 
DC output was a significant problem, in  the end, supplemental AC line voltage 
regulation was often specified and as a holdover from these times many people 
today still assume power conditioning means voltage regulation 

During the early 1980s a different power supply architecture came into 
broad use The new design was smaller, lighter, inherently ess expensive, and 
produced tightly regulated DC output over a wide range of AC input voltage 
The advantage of these power supplies, called swithcing power supplies, made 
them a natural for use in microcomputers 

The new architecture makes use of a sim ple, inexpensive diode bridge as 
a first stage element, which converts the high voltage (120 V or 230 V )  AC to 
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high-voltage DC A high-frequency inverter converts the direc current to high- 
frequency (10 kHz to 100 kHz) AC High frequency, high voltage AC is then 
stepped down to lower voltage AC with a small high-frequency transformer, 
and rectified again to DC, to serve the power requirements of the electronic 
and mechanical devices inside the computer 

Exhibit IX- 1-6 shows a block diagram representation of a typical swithcing 
type computer supply Variations to the basic swithcing architecture are being 
introduced to make the switching power supplies easily adapt able to the range 
of line voltages and frequencies in worldwird L se 

Switching Power Supply Performance Characteristics 
Switching power supplies inherently are able to provide finely regulated low- 
voltage DC output over a wide range of high-voltage AC input. In fact,, a 
standard switching supply operating in a nominal 120 V AC environment can 
usually sustain a well-regulated DC output when AC input falls well below 
90 V for extended periods of time. Operation n such “brownout” conditions 
hampers the supply’s ability to compensate for momentary power failures. 
Operation at extremely low voltage may also stress the rectifier diodes. By and 
large, however, this power supply architecture c oes not need any supplemental 
voltage regulation. In fact, nearly all the available commercial ‘voltage regulators 
have less tolerance for changes in voltage than a switching supply. 

The diodes used in the first stage rectifier of a typical switching type 
power supply have an upper end rating of approximately 400 V. These diodes 
are attached directly to the incoming AC line. I f  there is no protection against 
transient AC line voltages this relatively delicate electronic front end will not 
survive long even in a normal operating environment. For this reason nearly 
all switching supplies incorporate at least some form of protection from tran- 
sient over-voltages. 

Electrical Noise Considerations. Any electronic device that, generates 
signals at a rate in excess of 10,000 Hz and is intended for use in the United 
States is subject to regulation by the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). Similar requirements are in effect in Europe.The purpose is to keep 
radio communications free from interference. Most comput er power supplies 
comply by having some form of radio frequency ( R F )  filter on the input of 
the power supply. The primary purpose of these input RF filters is not to 
protect the computer system from conducted AC line noise, but to prevent 
high-frequency noise that is created in the computer or power supply being 
conducted into the AC lines. These filters typically block noise from either 
direction, but their effect on inbound noise is predictable only when the noise 
is of similarly low energy content and frequiency as the noise generated by 
the computer power supply and digital circuits. 

Conducted AC voltage transients, or power line noise, can easily fall outside 
this range. The energy content of power line transients is typically significantly 
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greater than the computer‘s interrial noise Radio frequency rated filter circuits 
have no measurable effect on large incoming transients 

Noise can cause a loss of output regulatlon or failure of the power supply 
High-frequency transients can also couple thro ugh the p w e r  supply circuit 
elements and find their way onto the low voltage bus of the system mother 
board Once on the mother board, these noise impulses can corrupt data or 
damage electronic components 

Measured System Sensitivities of Typical Microcomputers 
The previous section reviewed thr theoretical sensitivities of micorcomputers 
at both the chip and system levels The chip level sensitivities dre hard facts 
They represent the physical characteristics of semiconduct or devices, toler 
ances published by designers and vendors of h gh density integrated circuits 
System Sensitivities can never be described as precisely At the system level 
the design and environmental variables dre hard enough to measure i n  a 
laboratory setting let alone predict over the full dynamic range present in the 
real world 

It is generally accepted that capacitive c oupling is th e mechanism by 
which transient voltage disturbances are trans erred to a computer’s internal 
components Even so, many experts in the fie ds of compu er system design 
and power protection design disagree on Just how sensitiv e systems dre to 
various types of transient electrical events The basis of the disagreement 
centers on assumptions regarding the filtering and attenuation properties of 
power supplies and other in system, DC circuit protection schemes 

During 1992, research on system level sensitivity to elec trical phenomena 
was published by PowerCET Corp (Santa Clara CA), an independent consulting 
organization The study compared the electrical sensitivlties of two microcom 
puters, one a well-designed model from a major computer vendor and the 
other a cost leader 286 IBM clone 

Summary of PowerCET Research. PowerCET’s research demon 
strated in  a controlled laboratory environment that the well designed micro 
computer was less sensitive to electrical-power events than the budget ma- 
chine, but on both computers interference currents were measured on the 
+ 5  V DC bus that supplies the system mother board These interference 
currents caused functional problems in both machines, even when the external 
noise voltage was under 50 V 

The report concluded that system sensit vity is a function of 

filter 
0 Frequency response and input impedance of the emissions (i. e , FCC) 

0 Bypass capacitance for common mode irterference 
0 Data interconnection, filtering, and protection of data I/O ports 
0 Wiring and circuit board layout 
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0 Lateral system grounding schemes. 
0 The type and speed of active processing. 

Symptoms of  Electrical Interference. PowerCET’s research demon- 
strated that no commercially available computer hardware is completely im- 
mune to electrical interference. Electrical interference acn cause spurious 
hardware interrupts leading to abends in operating systems (e.g., NetWare or 
OS/2) that typically run in protected mode. 

Novell‘s engineers recognize the consequences of hardware susceptibilt - 
ies to electrical transients. In the system messages manual for NetWare 2.2, 
“poor power line conditioning” is cited as a probable cause of GPI, NMI, and 
at least 15 other system errors. Novell’s AppNotes on, 386 Net Ware System 
Messages say, “The majority of NetWare operating system messages are of 
the fatal/abend type. Fatal/Abend messages are usually caused by consistency 
checks. Not all consistency check errors are caused by software anomalies. 
These errors might. also be related to corrupted OS files, defective memory 
chips, static discharges, faulty power supplies or power surges and spikes.” 

This author’s experiences with trouble-pr one NetWare installations sug- 
gest a strong correlation between fatal/abend occurrences and the presence 
of electrical noise. The following is a represen tative scenario. 

Case Study Situation. A team of consultants was working to develop 
a client/server application with a graphic user interface that would automate 
processing of home and auto insurance applications in regional offices across 
the country. The system was being implemented on a NetWare 3.11 platform 
running on an IBM 8595 server. A prototype system was scheduled for rollout. 
One of the critical milestones that needed to be reached be fore moving ahead 
with development was to verify the stability of the system. 

Problem. Random hardware interrupt errors that crashed the server 
occurred four times in a three-week period. These unexplained system faults 
caused delays in development and were a source of much frustration. Literally, 
tens of consulting hours had been spent trying to identify the cause of the 
problem. 

The systems development team assumed that the power supply was satis- 
factory. The electrical supply in the development lab consisted of dedicated, 
isolated-ground circuits with surge-suppressed outlets. The server was pow- 
ered by a 900-volt-ampere smart UPS of a suppressor/filter type architecture. 
A system engineer from Novell was brought in on the problem. Based on the 
nature of the hardware interrupt symptoms, the system engineer suspected 
the cause to be related to power and grounding anomalies. 

Diagnosis. An evaluation of the electrical service supplying the server 
room revealed no irregularities. All circuits were correctly wired and nominal 
voltage levels were between 115 V and 122 V. A power quality recording 
instrument was installed to measure and record the quality of power to the 
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server Transient impulses of 70 V to 80 V were recorded during the period 
that the system reported a series of spurious hardware inte rrupt errors that 
the system engineer from Novell believed were related to po wer problems 

Solution. The existing suppressor-type UPS was replaced with a UPS 
that incorporated full output transformer isolation and high-frequency filtering 
circuits Random hardware interrupts no longer occurred System stability was 
demonstrated and the project was put back on schedule 

CHARACTERISTICS OF BUILDING ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Typical Building AC Distribution Circuits 
Typical branch circuits in offices or factories are the same as home electrical 
circuits. They carry 100-V to 120-V AC power from a building source (or 
subsource), and distribute it safely throughout the building. 

The three primary parts of a branch circuit are the receptacle (wall outlet ), 
the current carrying conductors (the wires), and the overcurrent protection 
device located in the main panel or in a subpanel (typically a resettable circuit 
breaker). 

These circuits are sized to carry either 12 A or 15 A continuous and 
are protected from overload by either a 15-A or 20-A circuit breaker. When 
electricians refer to a circuit as being either a 15-A or 20-A, circuit, they are 
referring to the maximum current capacity of the circuit. Circuit capacity is 
determined by the gauge of the current carrying conductors and the current 
rating of the receptacle. Conductors or receptacles rated to carry 12 A continu- 
ous would become hot and thus pose a fire hazard if not protected by a circuit 
breaker. A short circuit anywhere in a branch circuit will immediately cause 
the circuit breaker to open. Loading a circuit to near, or just beyond, its capacity 
can cause the breaker to trip from time to time in response to random overload 
conditions resulting from a combination of load nteraction ar d low line voltage. 

Midrange and mainframe computers, high-capacity printers and duplica- 
tors, and large PBXs require more power than can be delivered by a 15-A or 
20-A branch circuit. These high-capacity circu its have special receptacles so 
that loads that need more power cannot be inadvertently connected to standard 
circuits. There are three wires in a branch circuit. One wire (commonly referred 
to as the live, hot, or line) is energized at the source. It is always live, ready 
to supply current the moment it is connected to a return path that completes 
the circuit. The second wire (neutral) serves as the proper return path. The 
neutral wire is connected to an earth ground at  the building power source. 
The neutral-earth connection is typically made at the main transformer but is 
sometimes allowed at  the main panel. 

Safety Ground. The connection of the electrical power system to earth- 
ground is a safety measure, intended to reduce the risk of shock to people 
using electrical devices and to reduce the risk of fires caused by a breakdown 
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in the electrical system. The National Electrical Code prescribes standards 
which govern the diameter of wire, type and thickness of insulation, circuit 
breaker characteristics, receptacle construction, maximuin distance of the 
circuit from the breaker panel, and specific connection practices designed to 
assure safe grounding of the building power distribution system. 

Classes and Causes of Power Quality Defects. Power loss is a visible 
defect. Electrical transients are not. Yet as has already been shown, even 
relatively low-level electrical transients can reset a file server running an 
operating system in protected mode. Experts are still developing definitive 
labels for different types of power quality defects, but it is probably sufficient 
for network managers to be familiar with the following two key concepts: 

0 Power quality defects are conducted tc the system through two path- 
ways-normal mode and common mode. 

0 Power quality defects can be put into one of two classes-fast and slow. 

Typically, electronic systems are more sensitive to fast transient, events 
than slow ones and are more susceptible to interference from common mode 
impulses than from normal mode impulses. Fast defects typically occur much 
more often than slow ones. Exhibit IX- 1-7 summarizes the characteristics of 
these problems, which are described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

Normal Mode and Common Mode. These terms describe specific path- 
ways that conduct electrical energy in branch circuits. 

Normal Mode. I n  normal mode, defects occur between the current car- 
rying conductors in a branch circuit (i.e., th? wires connected to the two flat 

Normal AC Power 

60 Hz, 120 V AC 

0 Hz, 0 V AC/DC 

Defects in AC Power 

Fast Slow 

Surge, Spike, Low Line 
Transient, High Line 

Blinks, 
Noise No Line 

“Harmonic” 
or 

periodic 
offset 

Surge, Spike, 
Transient 

Noise 

Line Desfect Summary 
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slots on a typical wall socket). Normal mode impulses must, pass through the 
system’s power supply to contaminate the low-voltage DC that computers use 
internally. 

Common Mode. In common mode, defects occur between either conduc- 
tor and the ground connection (measured between neutral and ground). Com- 
mon mode defects bypass the system’s power supply and more easily contami- 
nate the computer’s internal electric environment 

System designers usually consider only normal mode rower problems.. 
Common mode events are not even acknowledged as real in some circles. 
But both modes are real and should be considered when /planning power 
conditioning implementations. 

Power quality defects occur over a frequency continuum. This continuum 
extends from power transmission frequencies ( 6 0  or 50 Hz, depending on 
country) to approximately 5 MHz. Beyond 5 MHz the energy content of con- 
ducted transients is quite low; also, noise above 5 MHz is as likely to be radiated 
into the computer system as it is to enter through the power line. 

To simplify the analysis of power quality c effects that, affect electronic 
systems, they are classified as either low frequency or high frequency. Low- 
frequency events are in the range from 50 Hz to 2 0 kHz. High-frequency events 
occur above 20 kHz. 

Low-Frequency Events. The following types of power quality defects 
are classified as low frequency. Exhibit IX-1-8 summarizes the causes and 
consequences of these irregularities. 

High Line. These slow, normal mode surges can damage power supplies 

Low Line. Momentary sags are caused when other large loads in a building 
turn on and pull a lot of current from the electrical system. Extended periods 
of low voltage on a circuit are the sign of a utility feed problem, a phase 
imbalance, or poor wiring within the building. 

Power Failure. Normal mode outages, both momentary and extended, 
shut down the system and corrupt data, but the loss of power in itself does 
not damage hardware. Power interruptions of short duration create transients, 
which do damage computer systems. Utility failure statistics indicate that utility 
outages are rare events. The total outage time as a percentage of time a utility 
is up and ready is approximately 0.02%. Utilities also maintain that when 
outages do occur, they are usually resolved within 15 minutes. Utility company 
statistics do not include momentary “blinks”-typically site-specific phenom- 
ena caused by other loads within the building or such normal utility activities 
as fault clearing or grid switching. 

Harmonic Disturbances. 60-Hz hum and higher-order harmonics of 
60 Hz can produce a repeating voltage offset or data communications lines. 
This leads to increased error checking activity or, in extreme cases, completely 
interferes with data communications. 
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Fast Events. Fast or high-frequency defects (those with an electrical 
frequency above 20 kHz)  include spikes, transients, and other defec ts collec 
tively referred to as noise Random, fast-edged voltage events occur frequently 
in  normal and common modes-most often bot h Electrical noise can confuse 
system logic and damage electronic component s, result ing in random system 
lock ups and premature board failure The causes arid consequences of fast 
defects are summarized in Exhibit IX- 1-9 

Grounding-Related Issues 
Separate from but related to power quality defer ts is the subject of grounding 
Four areas of interest with respect to grounding are relevan ant to computer 
systems 

0 Human safety 
0 Electronic signal reference 
0 Controlling electrostatic descharge ( ESL) 
0 Ground skew, ground loops, and ground offset 

Grounding details can become complex but there are two simple key points 

0 Ground does not mean the electrical potential of the gr ound o r  earth, t o  

0 When any decision about grounding has to e made, the first priority is 
refer to an electrical ground is to refer to a point of reference 

human safety 

Making safety the first consideration means s putting ele ctronic reliability 
second The needs of one can create an environment that s less than ideal 
for the other, and the grounding compromise leads to power quality defects 
that affect system reliability 

Safety Ground. Safety requires that in issues of distri bution of electric 
power, the earth be used as the ground reference Inside bui dings, grounding 
all wiring to earth gives the electrical distribu tion system and humans the 
same electrical reference point The National Electrical Code requires low 
resistance ground connections to earth in order to protect people froin electric 
shocks One published reference to ground requirements, taken from FIPS 94, 
reads as follows 

“Touch voltage is the voltage between any two conductive surfaces that 
can simultaneously be touched by an indimdual The earth may be one of these 
surfaces In the event of insulation failure, any ( exposed) ele ctric charge 
must be drained to ‘ground’ or to an object that is reasonably grounded ” 

Signal Ground. The ground for an electronic signal does not have to be 
earth The purpose of this type of ground connection is to give digital logic 
circuits an unambiguous point of reference from which to distinguish the 
electrical difference between a logical zero and a logical one Inside the com- 
puter the logical 1s and Os are represented as 5-V and 0-V pulses 
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The 5 V and 0 V pulses must be measured relative to so me reference 
point The 0 V reference point can be established anywhere 5 ‘L’ or 5.000,000 
V above an earth ground Whatever the refererice i t  is important that i t  remain 
free of transient voltages that can momentarily alter the elect rical potent ial 
of the reference ground 

The aim is to ground or short circuit all differences in elec ric al potential 
that might otherwise be detected by the electronic sy stein and misinterpreted 
as a logic instruction As with ground connections intended for elec trical safety, 
it is essential that the path to an electronic reference ground be of low r esis 

tance Very often, the safety ground i s  used t o  p rovide the signal reference 
point This design is illustrated in Exhibit IX 1 10 

Electrical noise is a high frequency phenomenon Resist ance or more 
correctly, impedance (i e ,  resistance t o  alternating current ) i n  

length of the conductor and with the frequency o the transient impulse Low 
inpedance at high frequencies can be provided o nly if the ground point used 
as the system’s reference ground is physically very c lose to the system s logic 
circuits The ideal system grounding arrangement t is shown in Exhibit IX 1 
11 For distributed systems this is not, unfortunately, practical, because the 
elements of such a network are sited throughout building, physicallly distant 
from a building power source and the neutral gro and relations hip established 
there 

Controlling Electrostatic Discharge (Static Electrici ty). Static dis 
charge occurs everywhere Charges build up on people as they walk across 
carpets or even move around in their chairs A static dischage is usually a 

Signal Reference Ground 

Pulsed DC 

5 Volts 
or 

0 Volts? 

Exhibit IX-1-10. A Properly Grounded Electrical Branch Circuit 
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Exhibit IX-1-11. An Ideal Computer System Ground Arrangement 

high voltage that is released very fast Computer circuits can be especially 
suscept ib le  to static electricity To protect circuit cards from static effects, 
many repair technicians wear static straps while dandling circuit cards, and 
new cards dre pac ked in special antistatic bags to protect them during shipment 

Touchplates and static straps help drain static elecl rical charges before 
they build up enough to harm circuits These can be helpful in office environ 
ments and they should be grounded to the system’s reference ground point 
Use of antistatic sprays, specially treated materials, and maintaining proper 
building humididyt dre all practices that minimize static b uildup 

Ground Skew. Ground skew occurs when a surge of transient energy 
is applied to a power line to which two or more pieces of networked equipment 
are attached The ground skew voltage is teh instantaneous voltage difference 
between any two pieces of equipment This voltage develops when transient 
ground currents occur and the impedances of the equipm ent and power wiring 
are not identical at all frequencies (Illustrated in Exhibit IX-1-12) 

In a local network segment that connects several (pieces of equipment 
even slight length differences in the wires between the point of origin of the 
surge and the equipment will cause a voltage skew between the equipment 
grounds This voltage stress shows up across the data communications cabling 
In severe cases it can damage network adapter cards Ground skew related 
voltage stress is aggravated by the widespread use of indi vidual surge suppres- 
sors At present, the only way to avoid ground skew problems is to use electri- 
cally isolated data communications connec ions 
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Ground Skew 
Momentary surge 
diverted to ground can 
stress communications 
cards 

Exhibit IX-1-12. Ground Skew in Electrical Power Line 

The Physical Model: Typical Building Communications Cabling 
Communications lines between two distant elecme nts of a network can complete 
an electrical connection between two buildings electrical grounds This circ uit 

is called a ground loop and is susceptible to tran sient ground skew or continu 
ous ground offset 

These occur when different ground locations dre at different electrical 
potentials (either continuously or momentarily ) because of wiring problems 
or transients The continuous or momentary po entials can cause continuous 
or momentary currents in the communications lines that are unrelated to the 
communications signal Whether this presents a real problems or not depends 
on the communcations topology, a site's characi eristics, and he design of the 
power treatment devices used throughout the network 

Data Communications Topologies. Co mmunication topologies can 
be classified as balanced or unbalanced If  the ground connection is used as 
a return path or if either signal wire connects t ground the system is unbal 
anced The two arrangements are illustrated in Exhibit IX 1 13 

Ground skew and ground loops are typica ly riot a problem in networks 
connected with a properly isolated, balanced communications topology Tele- 
phone circuits are an example of balanced co mmunications lines Balanced 
communications topologies use a pair of wires for each signal and these are 
not connected to earth ground No ground loops occur in entworks that use 
a balanced topology as long as adequate isolation is provided by the network 
interface card or an external balun 

Standards for Ethernet LANs call for significant level; of AC and DC 
isolation (2,250 V DC and 1,500 V AC) This is accomplished either through 
optical isolation or by using baluns But even balanced commu nications topolo- 
gies can absorb transients by means of exter nal coupling if the electrical 
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Signal and return 
isolated from 
safety ground 

ANSI/IEEE 802.3 Ethernet 

Unbalanced 

Signal retur n 
same as ”common” 
or safety ground 

RS-232. RS-422 

Exhibit IX-1-13. Balanced and Unbalanced Communicaitons Topologies 

isolation is inadequate relative t o  the magnit ude of the surge voltages For 
example i n  installations that use urishielded twisted pair to connect buildings 
in a campus network, lightning induced transients can break down the isolation 
barrier and damage devic es on eithre or bo h ends o f  the cable segment 

In balanc ed c ommunic ations topologies, ground skew concerns are limited 
to c ontrol of t ransients However, for shielded coaxial cables typically used for 
Ethernet backbones a r e  must be taken to ground only one end of the shield, 
as called for i n  the guidelines for this type of cable If bo h ends of the shield 
are tied t o  grounds of  different potentials, the shield completes the ground 
loop resulting i n  sus ptibilty to gournd offset and ground skew, which can 
overheat the cable segment or  interfere with communications traffic 

For LANs using RS 232 or other unbalanced communications links (or 
for certain exceptions to an ot herwise ba anced system), an awareness of 
ground problems is invaluable In unbalanced networks, diffenences in electrical 
potential between multiple ground connections are almo st always a problem 
In these environments, specific installation techniques recommended by the 
system vendor must be carefully followed 

Simple tests for the diagnosis of electrical power for network installations 
are described in Exhibit IX-1 14 

IMPROVING BUILDING WIRING SYSTEMS 
When it comes to designing for maximum reliability of ne twork devices, about 
all that can be properly asked of building wir ng systems is that they be installed 
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and maintained i n  accordance with the requirements of the National Electrical 
Code The managers of well managed facilities regularly inspect the building 
branch circuit connections, including those at wall receptacle: ,junction boxes, 
arid distribution panels Unfortunately such h we ll managed f ac ilities are rare 
and inspections of electrical systems are enfreq uent 

Because the integrity of an existing building wiring system may be uncer 
tain, a special branch circuit methodology known as dedicated isolated ground 
(I/G) is often recommended or required by better system integrators as part of 
a standard site preparation procedure Most often , this met hod entails remaking 
critical branch circuits prior to system installation 

Isolated Ground Circuits 
To more properly address the problem of int erfernce from c onduc ted electri 
cal noise on building branch circuits, safe exc eptions were adde d to the National 
Electrical Code that are intended to provide a ground noise reduct ion method 
for computer system installations These I/G\ circuits are usu ally identified by 
special orange colored receptacles 

Unfortunately, contractors and electricians often misund erstand the spe 
cial installation and connection techniques for I/G circuits And even when 
they are installed correctly, usually at a premium in cost, I /G circuits are rarely 
any more free of electrical noise than a properly executed standard branch 
circuit 

The IEEE Green Book (IEEE Standard 142 1991) is a thorough, up to 
date reference resource on accepted and recommended grounding practices 
for industrial and commercial power systems 

IMPROVING POWER QUALITY 
Surge Suppression 
Transient voltage surge suppressors (TVSSs) were originally developed to 
protect lights and motors from Iightning-related voltage surges They may limit 
immediate damage to a system from large lightning like transit nts, but although 
it is widely believed that surge suppressors also block elec rical noise, they 
do not Exhibit IX 1-15 shows a portion of an alternating current sine wave 
Fast transient events that occur at points B and C are no blocked by the 
surge suppressor 

Beyond their failure to block electrical noise these devices introduce 
circuit problems of their own The primary shortcoming of TVSSs is the ten 
dency of these devices to convert normal mode events to common mode events 
Most commercial surge suppression devices di rect unwanted surge currents 
to ground, and the ground can conduct those currents into the computer 
system 
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For these reasons, TVSS technology is not recomme nded for standalone 
mission critical electronic systems and especially not for networked systems 
with multiple ground connections 

Fitters 

Power Filters. A new category of power treatment device offers a kind 
of technological middle ground between surge suppressors and transformer 
based power conditioning systems varying performance and specfications 
that confuse even experts make filter selection a difficult task, however At 
the low-cost end are various grades of surge suppressors with added electro- 
magnetic interference (EMI ) or radiofrequency interference (RFI ) filters At 
the high end are series connected power inductors combined with surge sup- 
pression and output filtering modules 

Well-designed high end filters offer peak voltage and edge-speed control 
that is significantly better than what is achievable through simpler surge sup- 
pression technology A high end power f i l t e r  common mode performance can 
be better than a surge suppressor but will never be as good as isolating 
transformers that are part of a complete power conditioning system Some 
systems or sites may require the level of common mode performance offered 
only by transformer based systems 

Voltage Regulators 
Earlier sections of this chapter explored why computer Flower supplies do not 
need supplemental voltage regulation External voltage r egulators are redun- 
dant at  best, and at worst they introduce problems of their own 
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There are generally two types of regulators tap c hangi ng transformers 
arid constant voltage transformers Both devices ten to be unstable in certain 
situations This characteristic can extend the duration of an ot herwise harmless 
power quality defect, which makes i t  harder for a computer pwer  supply to 
recover after a momentary “blink” in AC power 

Tap Changers. Tap changing, voltage regulating trans ormers operate 
by switching between multiple transformer out put taps, boost ing or dropping 
output voltage in increments These devic is run c ooler than older ferroresonant 
regulators and operat e relatively quietly Still, they represen t complicat ed 
solution to a non problem The technology does not guarantee e effect ive noise 
isolation (performance varies by design), and W th poor desig ns voltage tran 
sients are created when the devides switches bet ween taps 

Ferroresonant/Constant Voltage Transformers. Ferroresonant t rans 
formers were invented in the 1930s to  provide constant voltage to neon lights 
They provide consistent output voltage over a range of input v oltages arid also 
offer good noise isolation Noise isolation is desi rable but  volt age regulation is 

not very useful for microcomputers Worse, a tank circuit effec t actually causes 
competition with the computer’s power supply for energy to recover from a 
“notch” in the incoming power This can extend the duration of the notch 
beyond the ride through capabilities of thc computer power supply, causing 
the computer to re boot 

Isolating Transformers and Power Conditioning Systems 

High-Impedance Types. Ferroresonant t i  ansformers a, id other high ISO 

lation transformers provide very good prot ection from conducted line 
noise-much more protection from transients than can be provided by surge 
suppressors or power filters However, they typically have high output imped 
ance which can reflect or amplify electrical noise generated by computers and 
related hardware High transfer impedance makes them incoru mpatible with the 
high current crest factors that are typical of switc hing power supplies Problems 
of heat and audible noise make them unpoplular in environments shared with 
people 

formers with low transfer impedance were developed in the early 1980s The 
design is much more compatible with the power r consumption characteristics 
of switching power supplies Low transfer impedance eliminates the efficiency 
and instability problems associated with earlier high-impedance isolating trans 
formers Low output impedance is made possible by an output filter circuit that 
elminates all high-frequency noise These syste ms typically provide complete 
protection from conducted transients without any bad side effects They also 
provide a safe and absolutely clean reference ground in c ose proximity to 
digital electronic devices 

Low-Impedance Types. Power condition ing systems built using trans 
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UPSS 
An uninterruptibal pouet supply (UPS) is a batten based J o u r r  backup device 
that t p  picallv incorporatcls OIIP of t h r 3  prev ionsly mentioned surge arid noise 

ion technologies ‘I’lit. type of power wriditioning ttJchnology eniployed 
her t tit. Ilf’S s poer roiidit ioii i i ig capability when the AC line is func 

tioiuiig properly 0t t i r . r  issues in c troosiiig a IIPS dre tr insfer timt., inverter 
wave shape battery e and t l w  I JPS drchitecturr] 

Transfer Time. I t  should be faster than 16 t o  20 inillisecoiids (ins) to 
transfer from line to battery poicer without affectiiig thi. coriiputrr systrm‘s 
power supply Most c commercial UPSs ,ire fdst (.nough tiansfeT tirnes of 2 Ins 

to 5 ms are t p  pical 

Inverter Waveshape. Tlie iiivrrters in most staiic. by UPSs sold for ini 

roc o i i i p u t  C I  applications protluc e output currcnt whose waveshape is de 
scribed either as pseudosine,modified sine, or a stepped 1 dpproximation of a 
siiw wave This wavtiforiri has t t ic sariit’ j eak and root inear1 square (rms) 
voltage' content as a sine waw ,tiid is ideal for driving t h  input bridge diodes 
of \wit(  hirig powc’r aupp1it.s This form of inv w r r  output bas crrtairi advantages 
over i i n  c r t t ~ r  designs that deliver a pure sine wave, in particular, efhciency, 
reliability, and lower cost  

However, sinewave output is inore u iiversall!, applicable Some of the 
more sophist ic at ed c ornput csr power supply design5 inclu Ir  autoranging detec 
t i o i i  ,inti switc titrig d ir( uits, or powcr fail detection cii cuits, and these can 

t 4  t )p  i ion  sinusoidal voltagc wave’ orins 
eptable inverter output waveform is a true square wave 

A square wave output inay trave thc propt r rms voltagc , hut its peak voltage 
Irvel will be niuch 1owt.r than tlw switchinl; supply expects Low peak voltage 
causes the duty of tlic computer power supl: ly diodes to be ex 
tended-this can the components to  t tie point of failure 

Battery Maintenance. The most critical arid most often overlooked 
corriporwrit  i n  any UPS is the batten? UPS batteries arc made from the same 
inaterials and are gcdnerally of the same &>sign as car bitteries As w t h  a car 
batterv, they can wear out just when they are most ne .ded 

UPS battcrics i n  otckr or in contempcrary low-cost designs can he tested 
by pulling the plug on the system when the computer is up and running and 
tiinirig its operation until the UPS battery is drained Saf1.r UPS designs includp 
a  test routine that simulates a power failure and runs the computer on the 
battery for a period of time The test is triggered by pushing a test button or 
through UPS inorutoring software that resides on the computer system and 
communicates w t h  the UPS More sophisticated desigiis use subtle measure- 
ment circuits to regularly test battery cotidition in the background and alert 
the network manager through front panel messages or through system-resident 
rnonitoring software 
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Replacing ht ter ies  i i i  inost sniall LIPS (\\\tenis iiiidt.r 2 l , i l o k o l t  drnpercs ) 
requires off sitcl service by trained techriician: Larger LJRs require on site 
maintenance by trained service techiricians h ew desigrr\ ,i!low the user t(J 
replace batteries on site This feature can siiiiplif 4 Inaiiiteimc logistics, r e d u w  
costs, and facilitate proper recycling o f  batteries whic ti pow a potentid h a m d  
ou5 waste problern Some designs also offrr t r o t  swap t)attvn packs that Are 
ideal for networks with high availability total u4) time rt’quirc rneiits Hot swap 
batteries can tw replaced wthout bringing down t tw LIPS or tjie 

supports 

Power Conditioning Capability. l’frf, pcwt’r ( oiiditio iiirg Lap,rbil!t \. of 
any IJPS, online or standby, is on lv  as good ‘i\ ttw h:ttxriiig c ir( uitrb t)uilt into 
the UPS There are a liniited nuinbt.r of LIPS .iesigiis that :)rovitir \upenor 
filtering capabilities These designs can be iden ified bv t tw Lwseiicc of a f u l l  
output isolation transformer Thew UPS5 are slightlv largcr ind heavicr t hatri 
those that u5e small autotransfonnrrs t o  step invcrtw outpi i t  to nornial Iitrrr 

levels or boost low input lines wthout draining bat t e n  r t w r v e ~  Autot ransforrn 
ers do not provide full output isolation 

UPS Architecture Review 
There are two basic architectures for UPS systerw online aiic standby. Hybrid 
designs are a subset of the standby tkchnologj, family but trlend in some of 
the performance characteristics of online technology. 

Online UPSs.  The online UPS architecture supplies continuous powcar 
through the UPS’S inverter. This architecture is illustrated in Exhibit 1X-1- 16. 
The inverter is typically fed either by the bal.tery (during outages) or by 
the battery charger (during normal conditions) Online designs provide truly 
uninterrupted power with no transfer time. This was an important performance 
characteristic, especially for midrange a rd  mainframe systems. However, in an 

Inverter 

output to 
Computer 

Battery 

(In-rush Current Source) 

Exhibit U(-1-16. Block Diagram of an Online UPS 
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online UPS, the power electronics function ccntinuously. Cnlirie designs typi- 
cally have half the MTBF performance of standby units, whcse power electron- 
ics operate only when needed (Le., when commercial power fails). The inher- 
ently higher cost and generally lower reliabil ty of online iiriits have led to a 
relative decline in their popularity. 

Offline/standby UPSs. These supply a computer with commercial AC 
through passive circuits, switching to their power electronics and batteries 
only when an AC line fault is detected. This architecture is il:ustrated in Exhibit 

Solid state power switches allow for insta itaneous switching between line 
and battery. Most standby UPS designs include a line failure detection circuit 
that inhibits switching for 2 Ins to 4 Ins to confirm the outa,,;e is real and avoid 
act.ivat,ion of the IJPS unnecessarily. 

Hybrid Designs. These are a newer subset of the ofl%ne/standby class. 
They are labekd hybrid because they incorporate additional circuitry that 
provides useful performance advantages that blend the bes8t characteristics of 
online and standby designs. 

Line interactive. The classic or purist definition of a line interactive 
UPS architecture is one that runs the coinput-r from both .4C and DC sources 
simultaneously. The advantages include signif icarit overload tolerance and fine 
regulation of output power in response to changing input conditions and dy- 
namic output, requireinents. Such power supplies are challenging to design, 
expensive to build, and consequently are not very common. 

The term line iritera,ctirie is now used by some UP!$ manufacturers to 
mean a modification of a standby design. In tbese, gross ow,put voltage regula- 
tion is provided by engaging an autotransformer to step o.itput voltage up to 

IX-1-17. 

Optional Surge Optional 
Suppressor Filter 

I 

1 

I 

Invertttr 

AC Line 

Exhibit IX-1-17. Black Diagram of Mline/Standby UPS 

-b . output to 
Computer 
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nominal line levels The prlrnary advantage to thli techriique is that it prevents 
the UPS batteries from becoming drained dun ig extended brofinout (low- 
voltage) conditions 

TriF'ort/Isolated UPS. A recently develol ed hybrid LIP i design is called 
?'riPort drchitecture It is sometimes also rcferrec to as a hie interactive design 
This type of hybrid lJPS is shown in Exhibit IX 18 This design incorpordtes 
a transformer w t h  three sets of wndirigs One winding receives power from 
the AC llne This winding energizes two secondary wrtdink,s One provides 
isolated and conditioned power to the computer, the other SUI plies the battery 
charger and inverter circuit path When AC power fails, the 1 .harger/inverter 
wndiiig becomes a primary wnding and cortt nues to eneigize the output 
wnding that serves as the power source for the computer The computer is 
always supplied with clean, conditioned AC, full:? isolated frorn conducted line 
transients as well as from inverter output transients 

M l l N G  SOLLmONS IN PLACE 
There are a variety of products arid impleinentation option, for providing a 
conditioned electrical envlronment for LANs Th 3 network dezigner or manager 

__-- 

Isolating 
Transfer Transformer 

,-Clean Isolated 
Output for 
Computer 

Switch 

In 

ChargerAnverter Winding 

Exhibit IX-1-18. Bkck Diagram of TiiPort/lrdated lllPS 
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must consider the problem of adequately cc ntrolling trar sient energy wthout 
corrupting the grounding system ( I  e ,  making it unsafe or inappropriate as a 
signal reference) 

Distributed Computer Room Power Topolqgy 

Central versus Distributed. FIPS 94 recommencis that the computer 
system be placed close to its power source to eliminate had induced common 
mode noise Noise is a high frequency phenomenon, ancl the unpedance of a 
circuit increases w t h  the length of the circuit and w t h  tke frequency or edge- 
speed of the transient voltage induced 011 the circuit The Ilkelhood and 
magnitude of noise increases w t h  distance from the ciiwit's source Clean, 
dedicated, computer grade power from a central source s often corrupted by 
the time it reaches the distributed elements of a network 

The distributed nature of a network sy5 tem favors a Idistributed approach 
to power conditioning-it sunply works better to solve the problem locally 
01 tier advantages include lower total cost, g 'eater flexibility to reconfigure the 
system, and practicality Even so, there are central options for UPS and power 
conditioning deployment Central and distributed scheme: are shown schemati- 
cally in Exhibit IX 1-19 

Central r - l  Clean Power 

Distii*i buted 

Standard circuits, 
Poin t-of-application 

I \ \  power conditioning 

ExhiMt IX-1-19. Central and Dhtributed Power Condltiolring Schemes 
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UPS and Battery Backup. Some network administrators choose a large 
centrally located UPS system to power a network installatioii The central 
approach offers more control, ease of mdnagemcwt, dnd (seemingly) lower 
cost on a dollars-per-watt basis 

But a central UPS has to be large enough to accommodate fu ure expansion 
and IS often hard wred into a dedicated electrical distribution : ystern Future 
moves and changes become an expensive propositiori A crittral UPS also 
presents a single failure point that wll affect ent re network segments when 
a fault occurs 

per formance 
Imitations of central power conditioning, a central liPS is a Lioor choice for 
networks An increasingly popular approach is to provide di5ti ibuted battery 
backup capabilities specfically targeted to a nets ork’s criticdl resources The 
distributed approach typically offers lower cost, reatc’r flcxihiiity, .inti bettt.r 
overall reliability 

Other UPS Considerations. A UPS shou d tw rdtcd t 1 deliver twice 
the necessary backup tmie, for reasons described e,irlier in this chnptrr 

The level of interface sophisticatiori that ib required has t o  be evaluatrd 
Interface capabilities range from smiple signalin,? for automal IL server shut 
down to sophisticated SNMP interfacea with remote t l ~ v i t  (1 c mtrol that (an 
send semce  required alerts or enable output p o w r  control to f icilitate rmiotc’ 
device rebooting ( I  e , reinitiate a power ULJ seyu ’IK ?)  or rmi i te did)ling of 
supported network devlces 

Power Conditioning. Power conditioning bysttms offer the same de 
ployment options as UP%, that is, they can be central or distri1)uted A ceiitral 
approach requires installation of d svstem of $pecidl, dedicated power distribu 
tion circuits w t h  insulated and isolated ground connections 1 o deliver clean 
power throughout the network 

The emerging standard is point of applicatio I power cond tioniiig It offers 
economic advantages and better performance tk an central ajproaches 

Expensive to install, maintain, and upgrade arid with th 

Recommended Implementations 
Exhibits IX-1-20 and IX-1-21 illustrate the best practical approaches for rneet- 
ing the full range of power and grounding require nents of a distributed system. 

A Departmental LAN. Exhibit IX-1-20 sliows a LAN or LAN segment 
that is supplied entirely by a single low-voltag e power distribution syst,em 
within a single building. In an ideal inst,allation small power conditioning sys- 
tems (which use isolation through dedicakd transformers) provide clean 
power and a solid reference ground for each device on the network. The 
otherwise pristine installation shown in Exhibit, IX-1-20 can .:)e corrupted. 

Improper installation of data comnunicatims cables (i~e. ,  running data 
cables in parallel with power circuits or near other sources of electromagnetic 
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Power Conditioner 
with full-output 

transformer 
isolation 

Electroriic 
Reference 

Data Communications Link 

IVode 

Branch A 

Ground Bus 

Exhibe W-1-20. In-Building LAN with Single Power-MLution System 

interference such as fluorescent light fixture,;, or large motors) can let electrical 
transients into t,he network through the daia cables. 

If surge suppression devices, which divert surge currents to ground, are 
placed out on the branch circuits, the integrity of the systcmm reference grounds 
can be compromised. 

Illegal neutral to ground conne'ctions at the pane. ( X )  or somewhere 
within a branch circuit would divert to griund some portion of the normal 
return currents on the neutral conductor. Sometimes the,je illegal connections 
are made intentionally to solve computer performance problems caused by 
common mode noise. By mistake or othemise, these coiinections can induce 
a repeating, low-frequency waveform on unbalanced cotnmunications cables, 
potentially corrupting the data stream. It is not uncoinmon to fmd illegal 
neutral-ground connections in newer as well as old buildings. 

Extended LAN. Exhibit IX-1-21 shcws a LAN th.at overlaps separate 
power distribution systems or extends beymd a single building. 
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llnternetworking Devices1 

17 

Server 

Conditioner 
. .. ~ UPS with ,./  

L- 

Condit 
nd i t i o iq  Node 
I 

UPS - 
Second First 
Power Power 

Source Source Branch Branch i 

Branch 

- 

Integrated 

Transformer 
Isolation 

- - 
Grounds Connected Thmugh 
Soil (between buildings] or m T - m  
Building Steel (in building) 

Exhibit IX-1-21. MuRipleBuilding or MuRiplePower Distributiori System LAN 

Whether the situation is two sources in one building or two separate 
buildings, the electrical grounds can be at different electrical potentials. The 
best solution to the possible ground skew and ground offset problem in these 
environments is to use a fiber-optic communicat,ions backbclne between LAN 
segments. Fiber links do not make an electrical connection lietween different 
power distribution and grounding systems. Thcs circuits suplmrting each local 
segment should have a common ground source if the bui1diri.g has been wired 
according to the National Electrical Code. I f  a fiber connect,icm cannot be used 
and LAN segments in different buildings are bei ig connected, then supplemen- 
tal data line transient protection is recommended. 

The advantage of the fiber-optic backbone is that each ILAN segment can 
be treated as a departmental environment. Power conditionirig systems should 
be installed on internetworking devices as well as on the individual network 
components in each LAN segment. For mission-critical networks, backup power 
is recommended not oidy for file and cornmimications sewers but also for 
critical path bridges, routers, and concentrators. 
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CONCLUSION 
There are a lot of things to consider when trying to de:ign a trusted, fault 
tolerant network First, the value of the work that depeitds on the network 
enwronrnent has to  be determined A model hat can be u ,ed to place a dollar 
value on network reliability has been provided If a high value is placed on 
system uptune, then it pays to do things riglit 

Many network owners look to redundancy to promde added system fault 
tolerance Redundancy is expensive -and for some system., it does make sense 
But for all systems, attention to providing the correct electrical enwronment 
wll provide a solid foundation on which to t u l d  reliable network systems 

As networks t )woine i:icredsingly conip ex and critic i1 to an enterprise’s 
business processes, they require inanaging This is riot a ti-ivial task Installing 
a network inanagcrnmt system is an expensive and complex undertaking 
Some networks warrant this level of investment in reliabilit! But for all systems, 
a network that operates reliably is inherently more easilg. managed than one 
that docs not Again, i t  pays to install a solid power foundation to vnprove 
network reliability and sirnplify network rnanagerncnt 

This means assuring correct building ele 7tric wiring, s 4ecting appropriate 
comniunicdtions topologies, and careful placement of appropriate power condi- 
tioning demces throughout the network Th: solution mctst llke that used in 
data centers calls fort he local placement of small, dedicated power conditioning 
systems that use low impedance transformers as a key cclmponent This pro- 
vides a clean refervrtcx. ground for edch network device It also protects the 
device and the nctwork from the effects of tiansient electrical energy Critical 
network devices such as servers, hubs, and routers sttould in most cases 
also be supported by battery backup when continued uptime or controlled 
shutdown is required 

In those networks that do warrant a comprehensive wtwork management 
system, UPSs used in  that network need to be included in the management 
scheme A remctely manageable UPS has t2e capability to send alerts over 
the network when its batteries need replacing or when other conditions arise 
that require preventative or immediate maintenance Tliese advanced UPS 
management agents can also be used to restart locked tlevlces or to gather 
information about power failure incidence 111 that segmerit of the network 

In the end, the decision as to how much tune and money should be spent 
on preparing the LAN operating enwronment should be based on the costs of 
downtlme for a particular network or network segment, lahe estmated mean 
tune to “fault” occurrence, and site speclfic risk factors related to power quahty 
that can adversely unpact overall system fault incidence 
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Total Protection Solutions for network computing 
and communications equipment 

Founded in 1979, ONEAC Corporation is a compary whose power conditioning and 
uninterruptible power systems are characterized by 3n exceptior a1 ability to enhance 
fault tolerance and reliability for computing and communications equipment. At the 
heart of these systems is a technologically advancec design that makes them the ideal 
choice to protect electronic systems in sophisticated application!, anywhere in the world. 

ONEAC design incorporates a low impedance, full output 
isolation transformer while other UPSs typically use transie It 
suppression devices and filters. ONEAC’s premium grade p Iwer 
conditioning effectively eliminates all fast edged transients, 
conducted noise and other contaminants that can damage or 
interfere with sensitive electronic systems. UPSs with filters let 
many of these contaminants through. 

ONEAC power conditioners offer the same premium grade 
power as ONEAC UPSs for applications that do not require 
battery backup. Effectively eliminating all harmful power 
contaminants, ONEAC power conditioners deliver measurak ly 
better protection than surge suppressors and dramatically 
improve network reliability. 

ONEAC telephone and data line protectors shield voice 
and data switching equipment from the devastating effects of 

overvoltage and over current on telecommunications lines. 
ONEAC’s OnLine products incorporate three stages of 
protection: solid state, PTC’s and ONEAC’s patented Transient 
Filtering that eliminates damaging fast-edged events that pa5 s 
through conventional protectors. A broad line of circuits and 
packages for customer premise, central and remote office 
applications are available. 

ONEAC is (I UVBSl 
registered corpor&on ~ @ 
Certification No A2900 A C H L O R I D E  P O W E R  P R O T E C T I O N  C O M P A N Y  

ONEAC USA 27944 N Bradley Road, Libertyvtlle, IL 60048-9700 Tel 847 -81 6-6000 
ONEAC U K  18 8 20 Blacklands Way, Abtngdon Business Park, Abingdon, Oxfordshire 14 1I)Y. UK Tel +44 (0) 1235 534721 
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